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Flip-flop Girl Apr 16 2021 Set in rural Virginia, this story follows nine-year-old Vinnie and her problems of
adjustment to moving house and changing schools, following the death of her father.
Alphabet Mystery Feb 24 2022 Follow along on a flying pencil as all the little letters set out to solve a very
puzzling mystery.
The Master Puppeteer May 18 2021 Who is the man called Sabura, the mysterious bandit who robs the rich
and helps the poor? And what is his connection with Yosida, the harsh and ill- tempered master of feudal
Japan's most famous puppet theater? Young Jiro, an apprentice to Yosida, is determined to find out, even at
risk to his own life. Meamwhile, Jiro devotes himself to learning puppetry. Kinshi, the puppet master's son,
tutors him. When his sheltered life at the theater is shattered by mobs of hungry, rioting peasants, Jiro
becomes aware of responsibilities greater that his craft. As he schemes to help his friend Kinshi and to find
his own parent, Jiro stumbles onto a dangerous and powerful secret....
Parzival May 06 2020 Acclaimed storyteller and Newbery medalist, National Book Awardwinner, and Laura
Ingalls Wilder award recipient Katherine Paterson breathes new life into this classic tale of action,
adventure, and romance. Raised in the wilderness, Parzival knows nothing of his destiny as the Grail
Knight--the one who is fated to seek the sacred vessel of hope and eternal life. To succeed in his quest,
Parzival must struggle against countless obstacles. His triumphant story is one that will move readers to joy
and despair, laughter and tears.
The Flint Heart Jul 08 2020 For use in schools and libraries only. A magical amulet brings power and
despair to those who touch it.
The Night of His Birth Nov 11 2020 Sing out, my soul, the wonder . . . Mary's baby has arrived, and she
can’t contain her joy! As Joseph sleeps, she examines her newborn’s tiny mouth, his wild hair, his little
hands. Yet what’s most wondrous is that this child is not just Mary’s own but a gift that God has shared
with everyone. Poetic text by Newbery Medalist Katherine Paterson and striking images by Lisa Aisato
reveal the intimacy of that unforgettable night long ago, when the mother of Jesus was the first to welcome
him into a world he would change forever. The Night of His Birth is a Junior Library Guild Selection. 2020
Moonbeam Children's Book Award Winner - Gold Medalist, Holiday Category
The Great Gilly Hopkins Dec 25 2021 An eleven-year-old foster child tries to cope with her longings and
fears as she schemes against everyone who tries to be friendly.
Elly: My True Story of the Holocaust Mar 16 2021 Told in short, gripping chapters, this is an unforgettable
true story of survival. The author was featured in Steven Spielberg's Survivors of the Shoah Visual History
Foundation. At just 15, her mother, and brother were taken from their Romanian town to the AuschwitzII/Birkenau concentration camp. When they arrived at Auschwitz, a soldier waved Elly to the right; her
mother and brother to the left. She never saw her family alive again. Thanks to a series of miracles, Elly
survived the Holocaust. Today she is dedicated to keeping alive the stories of those who did not. Elly

The Great Gilly Hopkins Mar 04 2020 Contains: Author biography, Chapter summaries, Discussion
questions, vocabulary builders, assessment strategies, Reproducibles, and cross-curricular activities.
One for the Murphys Feb 01 2020 From the author of the New York Times bestselling novel Fish in a
Tree! Carley uses humor and street smarts to keep her emotional walls high and thick. But the day she
becomes a foster child, and moves in with the Murphys, she's blindsided. This loving, bustling family shows
Carley the stable family life she never thought existed, and she feels like an alien in their cookie-cutterperfect household. Despite her resistance, the Murphys eventually show her what it feels like to belong-until her mother wants her back and Carley has to decide where and how to live. She's not really a Murphy,
but the gifts they've given her have opened up a new future. "Hunt's writing is fearless and One For The
Murphys is a story that is at once compassionate, thought-provoking and beautifully told. From the first
page, I was drawn into Carley's story. She is a character not to be missed or forgotten." —Jacqueline
Woodson, National Book Award-winning author of Brown Girl Dreaming Winner of the Tassy Walden Award
for New Voice in Children's Literature
No Reading Allowed Jul 28 2019 From the #1 NEW YORK TIMES bestselling authors of P IS FOR
PTERODACTYL comes another hilarious, fresh look at the English language! The hero had super vision. The
hero had supervision. Man, a tea sounds great. Manatee sounds great! Sir Francis Bacon Sir, France is
bakin'! What is going on here?! You can't believe everything you hear! A single word can have many
different meanings. And sometimes two words that sound alike can be spelled completely differently.
Ptolemy the pterodactyl is back to show us all how absurd and fun language can be when homophones,
homonyms, and tricky punctuation are at play! No Reading Allowed allows children and their parents to
laugh together while also learning something new. Perfect for baby gifts, birthday gifts, teacher gifts, and
anyone who finds humor in the absurdity of the English language.
Middlemarch Oct 30 2019 Who that cares much to know the history of man, and how the mysterious
mixture behaves under the varying experiments of Time, has not dwelt, at least briefly, on the life of Saint
Theresa, has not smiled with some gentleness at the thought of the little girl walking forth one morning
hand-in-hand with her still smaller brother, to go and seek martyrdom in the country of the Moors? Out
they toddled from rugged Avila, wide-eyed and helpless-looking as two fawns, but with human hearts,
already beating to a national idea; until domestic reality met them in the shape of uncles, and turned them
back from their great resolve. That child-pilgrimage was a fit beginning. Theresa's passionate, ideal nature
demanded an epic life: what were many-volumed romances of chivalry and the social conquests of a
brilliant girl to her? Her flame quickly burned up that light fuel; and, fed from within, soared after some
illimitable satisfaction, some object which would never justify weariness, which would reconcile self-despair
with the rapturous consciousness of life beyond self. She found her epos in the reform of a religious order.
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appeared on CBS's 60 Minutes for her involvement in bringing an important lawsuit against Volkswagen,
whose German factory used her and other Jews as slave laborers.
No Talking Oct 03 2022 In No Talking, Andrew Clements portrays a battle of wills between some spunky
kids and a creative teacher with the perfect pitch for elementary school life that made Frindle an instant
classic. It’s boys vs. girls when the noisiest, most talkative, and most competitive fifth graders in history
challenge one another to see who can go longer without talking. Teachers and school administrators are in
an uproar, until an innovative teacher sees how the kids’ experiment can provide a terrific and unique
lesson in communication.
The Day Of The Pelican Jan 02 2020 2013 Laura Ingalls Wilder Award Meli Lleshi is positive that her
drawing of her teacher with his pelican nose started it all. The Lleshis are Albanians living in Kosovo, a
country trying to fight off Serbian oppressors, and suddenly they are homeless refugees. Old and young
alike, they find their courage tested by hunger, illness, the long, arduous journey, and danger on every side.
Then, unexpectedly, they are brought to America by a church group and begin a new life in a small Vermont
town. The events of 9/11 bring more challenges for this Muslim family--but this country is their home now
and there can be no turning back.A compassionate, powerful novel by a master storyteller.
The Janitor's Boy Jun 30 2022 Ordinarily, no one would have imagined that Jack Rankin would vandalize a
desk. But this was not an ordinary school year for Jack.... When Jack Rankin learns that he is going to spend
the fifth grade in the old high school -- the building where his father works as a janitor -- he dreads the start
of school. Jack manages to get through the first month without the kids catching on. Then comes the
disastrous day when one of his classmates loses his lunch all over the floor. John the janitor is called in to
clean up, and he does the unthinkable -- he turns to Jack with a big smile and says, "Hi, son." Jack performs
an act of revenge and gets himself into a sticky situation. His punishment is to assist the janitor after school
for three weeks. The work is tedious, not to mention humiliating. But there is one perk, janitors have access
to keys, keys to secret places....
Class Clown Jun 26 2019 Lucas Cott, the most obstreperous boy in the third grade, finds it very hard to
turn over a new leaf when he decides to become the perfect student.
If I Ran the Zoo Oct 11 2020 Gerald tells of the very unusual animals he would add to the zoo, if he were in
charge.
Rebels of the Heavenly Kingdom Aug 21 2021 Mei Lin, a woman warrior, and pigboy Wang Lee find
love, intrigue, adventure, and danger as rebels seeking to overthrow the Chinese emperor during the 1850s
amid the Taiping Rebellion.
Jacob Have I Loved Aug 09 2020 Katherine Paterson's remarkable Newbery Medal-winning classic about a
painful sibling rivalry, and one sister’s struggle to make her own way, is an honest and daring portrayal of
adolescence and coming of age. A strong choice for independent reading, both for summer reading and
homeschooling, as well as in the classroom, Jacob Have I Loved has been lauded as a cornerstone young
adult novel and was ranked among the all-time best children's novels in a survey published by School
Library Journal. "Jacob have I loved, but Esau have I hated . . ." With her grandmother's taunt, Louise knew
that she, like the biblical Esau, was the despised elder twin. Caroline, her selfish younger sister, was the
one everyone loved. Growing up on a tiny Chesapeake Bay island, angry Louise reveals how Caroline has
robbed her of everything: her hopes for schooling, her friends, her mother, even her name. While everyone
pampers Caroline, Wheeze (her sister's name for her) begins to learn the ways of the watermen and the
secrets of the island, especially of old Captain Wallace, who has mysteriously returned after fifty years. The
war unexpectedly gives this independent girl a chance to fulfill her dream to work on the water alongside
her father. But the dream does not satisfy the woman she is becoming. Alone and unsure, Louise begins to
fight her way to a place for herself outside her sister's shadow. But in order to do that, she must first figure
out who she is...
Esperanza Rising (Scholastic Gold) Sep 09 2020 Esperanza Rising joins the Scholastic Gold line, which
features award-winning and beloved novels. Includes exclusive bonus content! Esperanza thought she'd
always live a privileged life on her family's ranch in Mexico. She'd always have fancy dresses, a beautiful
home filled with servants, and Mama, Papa, and Abuelita to care for her. But a sudden tragedy forces
Esperanza and Mama to flee to California and settle in a Mexican farm labor camp. Esperanza isn't ready
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for the hard work, financial struggles brought on by the Great Depression, or lack of acceptance she now
faces. When Mama gets sick and a strike for better working conditions threatens to uproot their new life,
Esperanza must find a way to rise above her difficult circumstances-because Mama's life, and her own,
depend on it.
My Brigadista Year Apr 28 2022 In an engrossing historical novel, the Newbery Medal-winning author of
Bridge to Terebithia follows a young Cuban teenager as she volunteers for Fidel Castro’s national literacy
campaign and travels into the impoverished countryside to teach others how to read. When thirteen-yearold Lora tells her parents that she wants to join Premier Castro’s army of young literacy teachers, her
mother screeches to high heaven, and her father roars like a lion. Nora has barely been outside of Havana
— why would she throw away her life in a remote shack with no electricity, sleeping on a hammock in
somebody’s kitchen? But Nora is stubborn: didn’t her parents teach her to share what she has with
someone in need? Surprisingly, Nora’s abuela takes her side, even as she makes Nora promise to come
home if things get too hard. But how will Nora know for sure when that time has come? Shining light on a
little-known moment in history, Katherine Paterson traces a young teen’s coming-of-age journey from a
sheltered life to a singular mission: teaching fellow Cubans of all ages to read and write, while helping with
the work of their daily lives and sharing the dangers posed by counterrevolutionaries hiding in the hills
nearby. Inspired by true accounts, the novel includes an author’s note and a timeline of Cuban history.
Spring Stinks Sep 02 2022 Ruth the bunny is excited to share the smelly springtime smells of spring with
Bruce! But what will Bruce think of all that stink? Little Bruce Book
The Tale of the Mandarin Ducks Apr 04 2020
Half a World Away Dec 01 2019 A kid who considers himself an epic fail discovers the transformative
power of love when he deals with adoption in this novel from Cynthia Kadohata, winner of the Newbery
Medal (Kira-Kira) and the National Book Award (The Thing About Luck). Eleven-year-old Jaden is adopted,
and he knows he’s an “epic fail.” That’s why his family is traveling to Kazakhstan to adopt a new baby—to
replace him, he’s sure. And he gets it. He is incapable of stopping his stealing, hoarding, lighting fires,
aggressive running, and obsession with electricity. He knows his parents love him, but he feels...nothing.
When they get to Kazakhstan, it turns out the infant they’ve traveled for has already been adopted, and
literally within minutes are faced with having to choose from six other babies. While his parents agonize,
Jaden is more interested in the toddlers. One, a little guy named Dimash, spies Jaden and barrels over to
him every time he sees him. Jaden finds himself increasingly intrigued by and worried about Dimash.
Already three years old and barely able to speak, Dimash will soon age out of the orphanage, and then his
life will be as hopeless as Jaden feels now. For the first time in his life, Jaden actually feels something that
isn’t pure blinding fury, and there’s no way to control it, or its power. From camels rooting through garbage
like raccoons, to eagles being trained like hunting dogs, to streets that are more pothole than pavement,
the vivid depictions in Half a World Away create “an inspiring story that celebrates hope and second
chances” (Publishers Weekly, starred review).
The White Wolf Jun 06 2020 W is for Wolf. . . . Dink, Josh, and Ruth Rose are thrilled to visit Wallis
Wallace at her new cabin in the Maine wilderness. On their very first day, they glimpse a white wolf and her
babies on a cliff. But soon after the kids spy the wolf family, the pups are wolf-napped! Can Dink, Josh, and
Ruth Rose sniff out the culprits before the white wolf starts suspecting them? "An appealing combination of
intrigue, ingenuity, and good fun. A great recreational choice for newly independent readers."School
Library Journal When he's not writing a thrilling new A to Z Mystery or Capital Mystery, Ron Roy spends
his time traveling all over the country and restoring his Connecticut farmhouse. The author lives in
Manchester, CT.
Character Focalization in Children’s Novels Jun 18 2021 This book offers a comprehensive analysis of
character focalization in ten contemporary realistic children’s novels. The author argues that character
focalization, defined as the location of fictional world perception in the mind of a character, is a prominent
textual structure in these novels. He demonstrates how significant meanings are conveyed in a variety of
forms related to characters’ personal and interpersonal experiences. Through close analysis of each text,
moreover, he exposes distinctive perceptual, psychological, and social-psychological patterns in the
opening chapters of each novel, which are thereafter developed by the principles of continuation,
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augmentation, and reconfiguration. This book will appeal to scholars, teachers, and students in the fields of
narrative studies, stylistics, children’s literature scholarship, linguistics, and education.
Little Miss Magic May 30 2022 Mr. Tickle's tickling is out of control! Can Little Miss Magic conjure up a
solution?
Lost Star Sep 29 2019 A fascinating look at the life of a remarkable woman and the unsolved mystery
surrounding her disappearance during her attempt to fly around the world in 1937. Photographs.
Anna Hibiscus Jan 14 2021 From acclaimed Nigerian storyteller Atinuke, the first in a series of chapter
books set in contemporary West Africa introduces a little girl who has enchanted young readers. Anna
Hibiscus lives in Africa, amazing Africa, with her mother and father, her twin baby brothers (Double and
Trouble), and lots of extended family in a big white house with a beautiful garden in a compound in a city.
Anna is never lonely—there are always cousins to play and fight with, aunties and uncles laughing and
shouting, and parents and grandparents close by. Readers will happily follow as she goes on a seaside
vacation, helps plan a party for Auntie Comfort from Canada (will she remember her Nigerian ways?),
learns firsthand what it’s really like to be a child selling oranges outside the gate, and longs to see sweet
snow. Nigerian storyteller Atinuke’s debut book for children and its sequels, with their charming (and
abundant) gray-scale drawings by Lauren Tobia, are newly published in the US by Candlewick Press,
joining other celebrated Atinuke stories in captivating young readers.
The Same Stuff as Stars Aug 01 2022 Angel's dad is in jail and her mum's abandoned her and her little
brother at their great-grandmother's crumbling farmhouse. Grandma can't even look after herself, let alone
two children, so Angel finds that it's left up to her. In a dreary and lonely world there is only one bright spot
- amysterious stranger who appears on clear nights to teach Angel all about the stars.* Katherine Paterson
is an internationally acclaimed author who has won the Newbery Medal (twice), the National Book Award
for Children's Literature (USA) twice, and the prestigious Hans Christian Andersen Award
The King's Equal Nov 23 2021 Who is she? A dying king makes his son his heir--on one condition. Vain
Prince Raphael must marry a woman who is his equal in beauty, intelligence, and wealth... Where is this
woman? A search throughout the kingdom proves fruitless. Then the lovely Rosamund appears at the
palace, as if by magic, and Raphael is certain he has found his wife. She is intelligent and wealthy, as well
as beautiful--certainly his equal, he thinks. But what does the mysterious Rosamund think? Two-time
Newbery Medalist Katherine Patersons critically-acclaimed original fairy tale about an arrogant prince and
his search for a bride is now available in a reformatted chapter book edition. With beautiful new line art by
Curtis Woodbridge, this provocative story with a contemporary social message (The New York Times Book
Review) will become an instant classic for newly independent readers. An entertaining and enchanting
story.
Bread And Roses, Too Mar 28 2022 2013 Laura Ingalls Wilder Award Rosa’s mother is singing again, for
the first time since Papa died in an accident in the mills. But instead of filling their cramped tenement
apartment with Italian lullabies, Mamma is out on the streets singing union songs, and Rosa is terrified that
her mother and older sister, Anna, are endangering their lives by marching against the corrupt mill owners.
After all, didn’t Miss Finch tell the class that the strikers are nothing but rabble-rousers—an uneducated,
violent mob? Suppose Mamma and Anna are jailed or, worse, killed? What will happen to Rosa and little
Ricci? When Rosa is sent to Vermont with other children to live with strangers until the strike is over, she
fears she will never see her family again. Then, on the train, a boy begs her to pretend that he is her
brother. Alone and far from home, she agrees to protect him . . . even though she suspects that he is hiding
some terrible secret. From a beloved, award-winning author, here is a moving story based on real events
surrounding an infamous 1912 strike.
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Bernice Buttman, Model Citizen Feb 12 2021 Bernice Buttman is tough, crass, and hilarious, and she
just might teach you a thing or two about empathy in this novel for fans of The Great Gilly Hopkins. When
you're a Buttman, the label "bully" comes with the territory, and Bernice lives up to her name. But life as a
bully is lonely, and if there's one thing Bernice really wants (even more than becoming a Hollywood
stuntwoman), it's a true friend. After her mom skedaddles and leaves her in a new town with her aunt (who
is also a real live nun), Bernice decides to mend her ways and become a model citizen. If her plan works,
she just might be able to get herself to Hollywood Hills Stunt Camp! But it's hard to be kind when no one
shows you kindness, so a few cheesy pranks may still be up her sleeve. . . . Get ready to laugh out loud--and
maybe even shed a tear--with this fantastic new middle-grade voice!
The Great Gilly Hopkins by Katherine Paterson Aug 28 2019 Chapter questions, plus comprehension
questions, a story summary, author biography, creative and cross-curricular activities, complete with
answer key for the novel The Great Gilly Hopkins, by Katherine Patterson.
Frindle Oct 23 2021 Nicholas Allen is not a troublemaker -- he's just creative. When he decides to liven
things up in Mrs. Granger's fifth grade language arts class, he comes up with the greatest plan yet. He
invents a new word for a pen -- frindle. It doesn't take long
Jip Jan 26 2022 After Jip is sent to live in a poor town, he makes his living by tending to the animals on the
farm, but his quiet life is disturbed when a strange man comes around claiming he knows Jip's father.
Reissue.
Perfect Jul 20 2021 In this riveting and startling companion to "Impulse," northern Nevada teenagers Cara,
Kendra, Sean, and Andre, tell in their own voices of their very different paths toward perfection and how
their goals change when tragedy strikes.
The Great Gilly Hopkins Nov 04 2022 The timeless Newbery Honor Book from bestselling author
Katherine Paterson about a wisecracking, ornery, completely unforgettable young heroine. Eleven-year-old
Gilly has been stuck in more foster families than she can remember, and she's hated them all. She has a
reputation for being brash, brilliant, and completely unmanageable, and that's the way she likes it. So when
she's sent to live with the Trotters—by far the strangest family yet—she knows it's only a temporary
problem. Gilly decides to put her sharp mind to work and get out of there fast. She's determined to no
longer be a foster kid. Before long she's devised an elaborate scheme to get her real mother to come rescue
her. Unfortunately, the plan doesn't work out quite as she hoped it would... This classic middle grade novel
has moved generations of readers and inspired a major motion picture starring Octavia Spencer, Kathy
Bates, Glenn Close, and Danny Glover. The acclaim for the book included the National Book Award, the
Christopher Award, and the Jane Addams Award. The joys and struggles of adoption, told in a real and
accessible way, are beautifully expressed in Katherine Paterson's The Great Gilly Hopkins. Don't miss it!
Who Am I? Sep 21 2021 The author uses her own experiences and stories to help young people understand
God and the relevance of their Christian faith to everyday life.
Stories of My Life Dec 13 2020 From her childhood in China to the moment she won her first National Book
Award, literary icon Katherine Paterson shares the personal stories that inspired her children’s books. Told
with her trademark humor and heart, Paterson's tales reveal details about her life from her childhood with
missionary parents, to living as a single woman in Japan, to raising four children in suburban Maryland with
her minister husband. Read about the origins of such familiar characters as Leslie Burke and Janice Avery
from Bridge to Terabithia, and go behind the scenes to the moments Katherine found out she won her many
awards. Filled with personal photos and letters, this funny, heartwarming history from a legendary writer
lets fans in on the making of literary classics.
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